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ECO 2013 – Principles of Macroeconomics 
Spring 2013, CRN 10223 

T/Th 5pm-6:15pm, Lutgert Hall 1201 
3 credit hours 

 
Professor: Nikolai G. Wenzel, Ph.D. 
 Visiting Assistant Professor of Economics 
  
Office: Lutgert Hall, Room 3348 
 
Phone: 239-590-7345 
 
E-mail: nwenzel@fgcu.edu 
 
Office Hours: T/Th 2-3pm; and by appointment. 
 
 

"Now I got quarters in my loafers, tryin' to fight inflation 
When it only used to take a cent"1 

  
SYLLABUS 

 
COURSE OUTLINE 
This course, as its name implies, will provide an introduction to macroeconomic principles, The course has 
three overall goals: 
 
1.  To introduce you to the basic theories and vocabulary of  MACROeconomics (that is, national-level 
economic activity, as opposed to the MICROeconomics of individuals). 
 
2.  To give you some basic tools to understand macroeconomic fluctuations in the real world (i.e. beyond the 
theory and the textbook), including unemployment, inflation, growth (or recession), fiscal and monetary policy, 
etc. 
 
3.  To give you a flavor of some controversies in contemporary macroeconomics and shed some light on the 
current recession. 
 
COURSE OVERVIEW 
The course will have roughly three sections: 
 
1.  The basics of macroeconomics, including vocabulary and topics of concern to macroeconomists. 
 
2.  Fiscal and monetary policy – that is, once we understand the basics of what is going on, a study of how 
policymakers attempt to influence macroeconomic outcomes. 
 
3.  A grab-bag final section that will include (a) dissent against traditional macroeconomics; (b) topics that are 
not typically studied in macroeconomics, but are crucial for a complete understanding of policy, including an 
introduction to institutional economics and public choice theory; and (c) applications of the theory to the real 
world. 
                                                
1 Jimmy Buffett, "We are the people our parents warned us about" 
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 
As is so often the case, I borrow from a pen more gifted than mine.  The poet Kahlil Gibran, in his magnificent 
work, The Prophet, writes the following about teaching: 
 
Then said a teacher, "Speak to us of Teaching."  
And he said:  

No man can reveal to you aught but that which already lies half asleep in the dawning of our knowledge.  
The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temple, among his followers, gives not of his wisdom but rather of his faith and 

his lovingness.  
If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of wisdom, but rather leads you to the threshold of your own mind.  
The astronomer may speak to you of his understanding of space, but he cannot give you his understanding.  
The musician may sing to you of the rhythm which is in all space, but he cannot give you the ear which arrests the rhythm 

nor the voice that echoes it.  
 And he who is versed in the science of numbers can tell of the regions of weight and measure, but he cannot conduct you 

thither.  
For the vision of one man lends not its wings to another man.  
And even as each one of you stands alone in God's knowledge, so must each one of you be alone in his knowledge of God 

and in his understanding of the earth. 
 
In less poetic terms, my teaching philosophy is similar.  I love economics, and I think about it during most of 
my waking hours (and often during my sleep); I invite you to join my contemplations, but I will not force you to 
do so.  You might think of me, perhaps, as a Sherpa who will help you ascend from the base camp to the 
summit – you cannot make this journey alone, and you need a guide… but the guide cannot make the journey 
for you.  I will not nag you; I will not look over your shoulder.  But I am available as a resource, from the 
failing student who genuinely wants to pass to the B student who genuinely wants an A.  I am also a realist, and 
I have never failed a student, although many students have chosen to fail my classes. You will most likely get 
the grade you want in this class; that is, not the grade you merely say you want, but the grade you really want, 
as demonstrated through your work, attendance, participation, attentiveness in class, and thinking outside the 
class.  I am here to help those who want to learn; others are free not to learn. 
 
ATTENDANCE AND CLASS PARTICIPATION 
I believe in the freedom of individual choice.  In addition, I acknowledge that different people learn in different 
ways, so you are free to approach your learning in any way you desire (whether attending lectures, spending 
time in the library reading instead of attending class, etc.).  I will thus not take attendance.  However, with 
freedom comes responsibility.  This means that anything covered in the lectures is fair game for the exams; and 
while you are free to miss classes, don't come complaining to me if your attendance record or lack of 
preparation adversely affects your grade. 
 
********** 
Please read this syllabus carefully; you are responsible for reading it, and knowing the information 
contained herein.  As an incentive, I will deduct five points from your class grade each time you ask me a 
question that is plainly covered in the syllabus. 
********** 
 
A  few more things: 

• You are responsible for material and assignments covered in class 
• I will not repeat material or assignments outside of class; if you miss class or weren't paying attention, 

please don't email me or contact me about missed information 
• I will return tests once; if you don't get a test, please pick it up during office hours; I will not bring it 

twice to class 
• I will not offer any extra credit assignments; please don't ask 
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• If you miss an exam for any reason, the weight of that exam will be rolled into the final exam.  If you 
miss the final exam for any reason other than a genuine and documented emergency – or prior 
arrangement with two weeks' notice – you will receive a zero 

• Due to a variety of regulations, I will not discuss grades over email; you are responsible for tracking and 
computing your own grades.  If you have questions beyond the information contained in the syllabus, 
please see me during office hours 

• I will not calculate your grade for you – you will have all the necessary information, from raw scores to 
weights.  By now, you should have a grasp of basic arithmetic. 

 
CLASSROOM CONDUCT 
I do not place limitations on classroom conduct, as long as you do not distract others.  I have found, however, 
that paying attention in class (including turning off your phones and not surfing the net) helps with class 
performance. 
 
TEST/EXAM CONDUCT 
If you leave the classroom during a test or exam, you will have to turn in your work and you will not be allowed 
to return.  If I see you using a cell phone, computer, or other communications during an exam, I will assume 
you are cheating and you will get a zero for that test/exam. 
 
ACADEMIC HONESTY 
You are required to abide by the principles of academic honesty.  If I catch you violating academic honesty 
including, but not limited to, using resources during a closed-book exam, copying somebody else's work, etc.), I 
will give you a zero on the assignment, and (as appropriate) refer you to the appropriate disciplinary channels.  
Punishment for academic dishonesty can include course failure or expulsion. 
 
ASSIGNED READINGS 
The following readings are required for the course.  In addition, I will hand out articles from time to time, and 
will suggest further readings throughout the course. 
 
1.  Gwartney, James D., R. Stroup, R. Sobel and D. MacPherson, Macroeconomics:  Public and Private Choice, 
13th Edition, Thomson/Southwestern, ISBN-10: 0324320337  (prior editions OK; you may also use the 
combined version).  Please make sure you are reading the correct assignment; if you choose to purchase a prior 
edition, it will be your responsibility to read the proper assignments; please don't ask me. 
 
2.  Mises, Ludwig von, Economic Policy:  Thoughts for Today and Tomorrow.  Available online at 
mises.org/etexts/ecopol.pdf. 
 
3.  Easterly, William, The Elusive Quest for Growth:  Economists' Adventures and Misadventures in the 
Tropics, The MIT Press, 2001.  ISBN 0-262-05065-X 
 
4.  Bastiat, Frederic, That Which is Seen and That Which is Not Seen.  Available online at 
www.econlib.org/library/Bastiat/basEss1.html. 
 
GRADING AND EXAMS 
There will two midterms and a final exam.   
 
The grading breakdown follows: 
 Midterm #1: 30% 
 Midterm #2: 30% 
 Final:   40% 
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A note on my grading policy.  Your grading will be based on (a) your understanding of the concepts, as 
presented in the course goals below; (b) your application of the concepts, again per the course goals below; and 
(c) your expression thereof.  I grade written work along four criteria:  (1) economic thinking; (2) clarity and 
organization; (3) creativity (i.e. not just parroting the textbook or lecture notes); (4) grammar and style, with #1 
weighted more heavily.  In general, an A answer is economically sound, shows comprehension and application 
of the course goals, and is well organized and articulated.  A B answer is pretty good, but there's something 
missing; maybe the economic logic is a bit sloppy, maybe the organization is confusing, or maybe the grammar 
and style are obstacles; maybe it simply repeats the lecture.  A C answer has hints of good elements, but is 
poorly expressed, confusing, or an indication that goals have not been grasped.  A D answer lacks even the hint 
of a good element, but usually represents my grasping at something... something...  
 
HELP AND QUESTIONS 
I am available for individual help outside of class.  Most concerns can be resolved by e-mail 
(nwenzel@fgcu.edu); I teach several sections each semester, so please indicate your class name/number and 
section in your email.  You may also stop by my office hours or e-mail me to request an appointment.  I 
encourage you to visit my office hours; however, I ask that you complete all assignments and review all 
relevant class notes before coming to me with any questions.  Likewise, I will not discuss tests during a 48-hour 
cooling period after returning them, during which time you should review the answer key carefully before 
coming to me with any questions. 
 
EMAIL 
Outside of my official office hours, if I am not in my office, the best way to reach me is via email 
(nwenzel@fgcu.edu).  I do NOT use ANGEL for email; any messages you send there will not be read.  Finally, 
I am not your buddy; please use proper grammar, punctuation, capitalization and spelling in your email 
communications to me.   I will delete emails that look like they are text messages from a teenager. 
 
A NOTE ON GRAMMAR AND STYLE 
Some undergraduates write beautifully, precisely and coherently, and others can barely string a sentence 
together.  This is not an English composition class, but it also not a High School class, and I assume (demand?) 
competence in English grammar and style.  For take-home work, you will lose one grade fraction (e.g. B to B-) 
for every three errors (including typos, grammars, spelling etc.), after I have forgiven the first three.  If you need 
help, please seek assistance from the campus writing center.  I am also happy to provide you with resources.   
 
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 
This schedule will almost certainly change in response to classroom dynamics, new topics that arise, etc.  I will 
circulate a revised schedule if appropriate.  Please complete all reading assignments before class.   
 
Note that I will cancel several classes this semester for my professional travel; I will make these up as review 
sessions throughout the semester. 
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G=Gwartney et al. textbook; M= Mises2; B=Bastiat3; R=Read4; E=Easterly  
 
DATE  TOPIC   ASSIGNMENT 
8 Jan  Intro 
10 Jan  Overview  G7, syllabus 
15 Jan  Fluctuations 1  G8 
17 Jan  NO CLASS 
22 Jan  Fluctuations 2  G8 
24 Jan  Macro Markets 1  G9 (minus foreign exchange market) 
29 Jan  Macro Markets 2  G9 (minus foreign exchange market) 
31 Jan  Macro Markets 3  G10  
5 Feb  Macro Markets 4  G10  
7 Feb  Keynes/Fiscal 1  G11 (minus NX in AE) 
12 Feb  Keynes/Fiscal 2  G11 (minus  NX in AE) 
14 Feb  Keynes/Fiscal 3  G12 (minus crowding out in foreign markets) 
19 Feb  Keynes/Fiscal 4  G12 (minus crowding out in foreign markets) 
21 Feb  EXAM #1 
26 Feb  Monetary 1  G13 
28 Feb  Monetary 2  G14 
5 Mar  SPRING 
7 Mar  BREAK 
12 Mar  Monetary 3  G14 
14 Mar  Monetary 4  G14 
19 Mar  International  G9 (foreign exchange market); G11 (NX in AE) 
     G 12 (crowding out in foreign markets); G 19 
21 Mar  Stabilization Policy G15 
  EXAM #2 DUE 
26 Mar  Dissent   Prepare dissent questions 
28 Mar  Public Choice  G 5-6 
[29 Mar  LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW] 
2 Apr  Austrian   M 1, 3, 4; B 1, 3, 5; R 
4 Apr  Crisis   Higgs, R. "Regime Uncertainty :  Why the Great Depression Lasted 

So Long and Why ProsperityResumed after the War"5 
Boette, P. & S. Horwitz, "The House that Uncle Sam Built"6 

9 Apr  Growth   E; G 16-17 (skim) 
11 Apr  Catch-up 
16 Apr  NO CLASS 
18 Apr  NO CLASS 
23 Apr  Last Class  Prepare synthesis 
 
Final Exam:  T 30 Apr, 4.30-7.15pm   
 
 

 
  
                                                
2 Available online at www.mises.org/etexts/ecopol.asp 
3 Available online at www.econlib.org/library/Bastiat/basEss1.html 
4 Available online at www.econlib.org/library/Essays/rdPncl1.html 
5 Available online at http://www.independent.org/pdf/tir/tir_01_4_higgs.pdf 
6 Available online at www.thefreemanonline.org/uncategorized/the-house-that-uncle-sam-built/ 
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COURSE GOALS  
 

Macro Basics 
General Considerations 

• Understand the basic differences between micro-and macro-economics 
• Know the macro symbols for the following: 

Price 
Gross domestic product 
National income 
Full-employment output 
Unemployment 
Natural unemployment 
Consumer price index 
Inflation 
Expected inflation 
Nominal interest rate 
Real interest rate 
Aggregate demand 
Short-run aggregate supply 
Long-run aggregate supply 

• Know basic contemporary figures for the following: 
US GDP 
US federal funds target rate ("the" interest rate) 
US unemployment rate 
US growth rate 

• General awareness of 20th century US economic history: 
Great Depression 
1950s to 1970s 
1970s 
1980s 
Dot-com bubble and 2001 recession 
Housing bubble 
Current credit/economic crisis 
TARP and economic stimulus 
 

Macro Basics 
• Explain what macro studies 
• Define GDP 
• Understand what counts in GDP and what does not 
• Explain why GDP measures both output and income 
• Understand the basic circular flow of the economy (business and households only) 
• Understand the concept of inflation 
• Understand the difference between nominal and real prices 
• Understand the concept, definition and uses of CPI and GDP deflator 
• Understand the difference between nominal and real GDP 
• Adjust nominal GDPs for inflation, using the GDP deflator 
• Adjust nominal prices for inflation, using the CPI 
• Compare historical GDPs and prices, adjusted for inflation (given CPI and/or deflator) 
• List (and understand) the pros and cons of GDP as a comparative tool 
• List an alternative (or alternatives) to GDP as a measurement tool for well-being 
• Explain per-capita GDP and its use for economic comparison 
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Macro Fluctuations 
• List the goals of macro on which economists agree 
• Understand the difference between long-term growth and short-term fluctuations 
• Define a recession 
• Define a depression 
• Define unemployment (hint:  who counts as unemployed and who does not?) 
• Discuss some pros and cons of unemployment 
• List and explain the three types of unemployment 
• Define full employment (the natural rate of unemployment) 
• List the components of full employment 
• Explain why/how unemployment can be greater than (or lower than) the natural rate 
• Explain the difference between potential and actual GDP 
• List the determinants of potential GDP 
• Explain the unemployment rate (and its causes) at potential GDP 
• Discuss the difference between anticipated and unanticipated inflation 
• List some problems associated with unanticipated inflation 
• List some problems associated with hyperinflation 
 

Macro Markets 
• Be able to graph the basic diagram of a closed macroeconomy 
• List and describe the three key macro markets 
• Name the fourth macro market (open economy) 
• Define aggregate demand 
• Graph aggregate demand (hint:  label the axes) 
• Explain two reasons why AD is downward-sloping 
• Explain the difference between short-run and long-run aggregate supply 
• Define short-run aggregate supply (SRAS) 
• Explain why aggregate supply is upward-sloping 
• Explain why some prices (which?) are sticky in the short run 
• Explain why all prices are flexible in the long run 
• Define long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) 
• Explain why LRAS is vertical 
• Explain the determinants of LRAS 
• Define and graph short-run equilibrium in the market for goods and services 
• Define and graph long-run equilibrium in the market for goods and services 
• Explain what happens if SR equilibrium is not at LR equilibrium (good/services market) 
• Specifically, explain what happens if actual GDP > potential GDP 
• Specifically, explain what happens if actual GDP < potential GDP 
• Describe and graph the market for loanable funds (aka financial market) 
• Explain who constitutes demand in the financial market 
• Explain who constitutes supply in the financial market 
• Define and explain the interest rate 
• Explain the difference between the nominal and the real interest rate 
• Explain why the S of loanable funds is upward-sloping 
• Explain why the D for loanable funds is downward-sloping 
• Explain why the financial market comes to equilibrium (i.e. what happens if i<i* or i>i*) 
• Explain the relationship/effect of the financial market on the market for goods/services 
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Shifts in Macro Markets 
• Describe/graph the effect of a change in real wealth on AD 
• Describe/graph the effect of a change in real interest rates on AD 
• Describe/graph the effect of a change in expectations on AD 
• Describe/graph the effect of a change in expected inflation on AD 
• List the general factors that cause a change in LRAS; give a few specific examples 
• Graph a change in LRAS 
• List the factors that can cause a change in SRAS 
• Define a supply shock 
• Graph a change in SRAS 
• Graph/explain an anticipated change in LRAS within an economy at LR equilibrium 
• Graph/explain an unanticipated change in AD within an economy at LR equilibrium 
• Graph/explain an unanticipated change in SRAS within an economy at LR equilibrium 
• In the above three cases, explain the difference between SR and LR effects 

 
Generally 

• Know the vocabulary, concepts and graphs 
• Be able to apply the vocabulary, concepts and graphs to basic macro situations 
• Assess the validity and utility of the vocabulary, concepts and graphs 
• Understand macroeconomic theory within the reality of macroeconomics 

 
 
Fiscal and Monetary Policy 
Keynes and the Classics 

• The classical model:  macro-equilibrium through price adjustment 
• The Keynesian critique:  sticky prices 
• The Great Depression and Keynes' motivations 
• Price flexibility v. price stickiness (especially wages) 
• Keynes and business production (Y=AE) 
• AE and its components 
• Consumption according to Keynes (function of current disposable Y; dissaving v. saving) 
• Alternate models of consumption 
• Investment according to Keynes (animal spirits and future expectations v. capacity) 
• Alternate models of investment 
• Government spending according to Keynes 
• The Keynesian cross 
• Keynesian equilibrium (Yk) 
• Keynesian equilibrium (Yk) v. full-employment equilibrium (Yf) 
• Keynes on bringing the market back to equilibrium (demand management) 
• The Keynesian multiplier (MPC, spending multiplier) 
• Keynes on business cycles 
• Keynes and extreme assumptions of SRAS 
• Keynes and SRAS/AD/LRAS model with relaxed assumptions 

 
Fiscal Policy 

• Expansionary v. restrictive fiscal policy; how each works 
• ΔG and ↓t…leading to ΔAD, through ΔAE, via ΔC and ΔI and multiplier 
• (Opposite for restrictive policy) 
• Countercyclical budgetary policy 
• Crowding out critique and the Keynesian response 
• New Classical critique and the Keynesian response 
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• Fiscal policy and timing 
• Automatic counter-cyclical stabilizers; how they work 
• Keynesian fiscal policy and the democratic, political process 
• Supply-side economics 
• Laffer curve 
 

Money and Banking 
• What is money? 
• Three uses of money (medium of exchange; store of value; unit of account) 
• Basis of demand for money 
• MS, MD and the value of money 
• M1 and M2 as measures of the money supply 
• What banks do; how they do it 
• Fractional reserve banking and required reserves 
• Bank runs, bank failures and insurance 
• The money multiplier 
• How banks create money 
• The Federal Reserve:  structure, roles, actions 
• Three tools for controlling the MS and how each works 
• Today's federal funds rate 
• Fed v. Treasury and bonds 

 
Monetary Policy 

• Keynes v. Monetarists on the effectiveness of monetary policy 
• Why people want to hold money (the determinants of MD; MD and nominal Y) 
• Why MD curve is downward-sloping 
• Why MS curve is vertical 
• MS, MD and equilibrium 
• Expansionary v. restrictive monetary policy; how each works 
• Fed buys bonds; new money into economy (ΔMS); ΔS loanable funds; multiplier; ΔAD 
• (opposite for restrictive monetary policy) 
• Monetary policy within the SRAS/LRAS/AD framework 
• Monetary policy and timing 

 
Grab Bag 
Macro Stabilization Policy 

• Agreement among macroeconomists:  steady growth, price stability and low u 
• Disagreement on achieving those goals (why?) 
• Activist v. non-activist macroeconomists 
• Complicating factors to discretionary policy: time lag; forecasting problems 
• Adaptive v. rational expectations 
• Implications of adaptive v. rational expectations for policy effectiveness 
• Adaptive:  temporary ΔY from ΔAD, then adjustment (expansionary policy) 
• Rational:  ΔAD and simultaneous drop in SRAS (π but no ΔY) 
• In sum, LR both foresee same effect; SR, very different effects 
• The Phillips Curve:  trade-off between π and u 
• The Phillips Curve:  why it might work (without expectations) 
• The Phillips Curve:  why it doesn't work (with expectations) 
• Modern consensus:  stability v. fine-tuning? 
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International 
• The fourth macro market 
• NX=EX-IM 
• Add EX to GDP (domestic production); subtract IM from GDP (not domestic production) 
• Understand the circular flow of an open economy 
• Explain why firms want to be paid in their own currency 
• Exchange rate as "price" of foreign currency 
• Determinants of D for foreign currency (IM; K outflows) 
• Why is D-curve for foreign currency downward-sloping? 
• Determinants of S of foreign currency (EX; K inflows) 
• Why is S-curve of foreign currency upward-sloping? 
• Explain (verbally and graphically) equilibrium in foreign exchange market 
• Explain factors that affect shifts in S and D (relative π, wealth, i, etc.) 
• Explain effects of shifts in S/D and new equilibrium 
• Understand implications of S/D equilibrium:  EX+(K inflow)=IM+(K outflow) 
• Understand why NX=(net K inflow); current account v. capital account 
• Explain how K inflows (outflows) impact US market for loanable funds 
• Explain Crowding Out theory in open economy 
• Understand how leakages=injections, or s+IM+t=I+G+EX (intuitively, if not equations) 
• Understand basic contemporary international macroeconomic scene. 

 
Dissent 

• Critically examine the assumptions and foundations of macroeconomics 
• Do aggregates make sense – versus relative prices, individual choice, etc? 
• Apply  Bastiat's critique on macro 
• Examine monetary policy critically 
• Apply lessons from Leonard Read's "I, Pencil" to macro; information flows generally 
• The knowledge problem and the incentive problem 
• Public choice considerations in macro 
• Tease out underlying biases in macro 
• Propose and examine alternatives 

 
Growth 

• Critically examine traditional macro solutions for growth 
• Understand (and outline) Easterly's assessment of international development policy 
• Define an institution 
• Give examples of formal and informal institutions 
• Explain the roles (positive and negative) of institutions (Hint:  information/incentives) 
• Explain the role of institutions in macro 
• Explain the role of entrepreneurship, investment and innovation for growth 
• List the institutions conducive to economic growth 
• Understand and explain the empirical link between institutions and growth 
• Understand and explain the historical link between institutions and growth 
• Be familiar with the Economic Freedom of the World index  (or other similar) 

 
Crisis 

• Define regime uncertainty 
• Explain Higgs' rebuttal of traditional explanations for the Great Depression 
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• Explain Higgs' counter explanation – and the evidence he provides 
• Outline micro foundations of macro 
• Explain the basic macro manifestations of the current recession 
• Explain the dynamics of intervention (Mises) as applied to the current recession 
• Explain the concept of moral hazard – and how it applies to the current recession 
• Offer an explanation for the current recession based on monetary policy – especially using the concept 

of information flows and incentives 
• Offer an explanation for the current recession based on federal housing policy – especially using the 

concept of information flows and incentives 
• Assess prospects for current recovery within regime uncertainty 
• Generally assess prospects for current recovery 

 
Austrian 

• Understand the basic principles of Austrian macroeconomics 
• Understand the epistemic function of prices 
• Understand the microeconomic foundations of macroeconomics 
• Understand the basics of capital and structure of production 
• Understand the basics of the Austrian Business Cycle 
• Differentiate between Austrian and Classical/Keynesian/Monetarist 
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UNIVERSITY-REQUIRED STATEMENTS 
 
Academic  Behavior  Standards  and  Academic  Dishonesty   
All  students  are  expected  to  demonstrate  honesty  in  their  academic  pursuits.  The  university  policies  regarding  issues  of  honesty  can  be  found  in  the  FGC
U  Student  Guidebook  under  the  Student  Code  of  Conduct  and  Policies  and  Procedures  sections.   All  students  are 
expected  to  study  this  document  which  outlines  their  responsibilities  and  consequences  for violations  of  the 
policy.    The  FGCU  Student  Guidebook  is  available  online  at  http://studentservices.fgcu.edu/judicialaffairs/new.html    

Disability  Accommodations  Services   
Florida  Gulf  Coast  University,  in  accordance  with  the  Americans  with  Disabilities  Act  and  the  university’s  guiding  principles,  will  provide  classroom  and  
academic  accommodations  to  students  with  documented  disabilities.  If  you  need  to  request  an  accommodation  in  this  class  due  to  a  disability,  or  you  susp
ect  that  your  academic  performance  is  affected  by  a  disability,  please  contact  the  Office  of  Adaptive  Services.  The  Office  of  Adaptive  Services  is  located  
in  Howard  Hall  137.  The  phone  number  is  239‐590‐7956  or  TTY  239‐590‐7930   

Student  Observance  of  Religious  Holidays   
All  students  at  Florida  Gulf  Coast  University  have  a  right  to  expect  that  the  University  will  reasonably  accommodate  their  religious  observances,  practices,
  and  beliefs.   Students,  upon  prior  notification  to  their  instructors,  shall  be  excused  from  class  or  other  scheduled  academic  activity  to  observe  a  religious  
holy  day  of  their  faith.  Students  shall  be  permitted  a  reasonable  amount  of  time  to  make  up  the  material  or  activities  covered  in  their  absence.  Students  s
hall  not  be  penalized  due  to  absence  from  class  or  other  scheduled  academic  activity  because  of  religious  observance.  Where  practicable,  major  examinatio
ns,  major  assignments,  and  University  ceremonies  will  not  be  scheduled  on  a  major  religious  holy  day.  A  student  who  is  to  be  excused  from  class  for  a  
religious  observance  is  not  required  to  provide  a  second  party  certification  of  the  reason  for  the  absence.   

 
Syllabus Statement for Center for Academic Achievement 
The Center for Academic Achievement (CAA) provides academic support services to all FGCU students.  Students can take advantage of our free peer tutoring and 
Supplemental Instruction sessions for lower-level math and science courses, as well as workshops to facilitate the development of skills necessary for college success.  
If you would like to participate in any of our programs, learn about tutoring services, or meet with an Academic Retention Coordinator, please visit the CAA in Library 
103 or call us at (239) 590-7906.  Our website is www.fgcu.edu/caa.    
 
 

LCOB Learning Goals 
(EPCK) 

 
Graduates will: 

Learning Objective (Measurable 
Outcomes) 

 
Graduates will: 

Course Learning Outcomes Method of 
Assessment 

Understand the business 
environment. 

• Demonstrate knowledge of ethical 
issues. 

• Demonstrate knowledge of global 
factors influencing business. 

• Explain the importance of 
environmental responsibility. 

 
 
1. Examine international economics. 
Describe the balance of payments and 
exchange rate systems. 

MEL & exams. 

Be effective problem 
solvers. 

Solve business problems using analytical 
tools. 

2. Measure aggregate economic 
performance. 
Explain and calculate the key measures of the 
macroeconomy, including:  GDP and its 
components, real vs. nominal values, 
unemployment, and inflation. 
 
3. Develop the aggregate demand and supply 
model. 
Develop the AD-AS model and utilize to 
discuss potential GDP, economic growth and 
productivity, determinants and components 
of AS and AD, income and expenditure 
approaches to GDP, and the multiplier effect. 
 
4. Analyze money and financial markets. 
Describe money, money creation, and 
financial institutions. 
 
5. Evaluate monetary and fiscal policies; 
discuss policy debates and applications. 
Identify and explain tools of monetary policy 
and automatic and discretionary fiscal 
policies.  Discuss policy lags and limitations, 
rules vs. discretion, long run versus short run, 
expectations, and sources of macroeconomic 
instability. 

MEL & exams. 

Be effective communicators. • Deliver effective oral presentations. 
• Prepare effective written reports. 

  

Have interdisciplinary 
business knowledge. 

• Understand main concepts and 
definitions in accounting, 
economics, finance, information 
systems, management, marketing, 
and operations management. 

• Integrate knowledge across business 
disciplines. 

  

http://www.fgcu.edu/caa
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